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*The development of human activities at sea*

*What legal framework? "For a new Maritime Law »*
"Making the Sea more human"

The project focuses on rebuilding the concepts of maritime and ocean law, given the expansion of human activities at sea. The sea is one of our new frontiers.

The development of human activities at sea has led to a transformation of the Law of the Sea and Maritime Law.

The main purpose of law is to civilize the new activities opened up by technological innovations.
Towards new maritime law?

Common concepts to define and regulate human activities at sea

WP1 Merchant navy globalisation
seafarers social conditions

WP2 Illegal activities at sea
questioning state competencies

WP3 Offshore activities
social and environmental issues

WP4 New activities at sea
foresight on a legal framework
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Maritime areas: control and prevention of illegal traffics at sea

5th & 6th October 2015
Nantes Events Center, France

Patrick Chaumette, Professor,
Maritime and Oceanic Law Centre, University of Nantes

www.humansea.univ-nantes.fr
5th INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM

HUMAN SEA ~ MARISK

ECONOMIC CHALLENGE AND NEW MARITIME RISKS MANAGEMENT:
WHAT BLUE GROWTH?

3rd AND 4th OCTOBER 2016
LA CITÉ, NANTES EVENTS CENTER, FRANCE

www.humansea-marisk.com

3rd & 4th October 2016
Nantes Events Center, France

Patrick CHAUMETTE, professor
Maritime and Oceanic Law Centre, Université de Nantes

http://www.humansea-marisk.com/
Seminars

• June 28, 2017
Exploration and offshore oil and gas exploitation. Prevention and Civil liability, at MSH Ange-Guépin, Nantes

• October 26, 2017
The European dimension of maritime safety and security. Legal and operational aspects of sea action at MSH Ange-Guépin, Nantes

• March 28, 2018
Oceanic Prospective and Challenges - Biodiversity on the high seas - Environmental responsibility at MSH Ange-Guépin, Nantes
Wealth and miseries of the oceans: Conservation, Resources and Borders
Richesses et misères des océans : Conservation, Ressources et Frontières

Patrick Chaumette
(Coordinator)
Human Sea ERC Advanced Grant n° 340770

Arctic Frontiers 2018 - Connecting the Arctic

UiO: Scandinavian Institute of Maritime Law
    University of Oslo

Liability and Compensation for Transboundary Petroleum Damage from Offshore Installations
Human Sea Final International Conference

Nantes Events Center, France

Transforming the ocean law by requirement of the marine environment conservation

15th - 16th October 2018
COLLOQUE INTERNATIONAL
HUMAN SEA
LA TRANSFORMATION DU DROIT DES OCÉANS PAR L’EXIGENCE
DE CONSERVATION DE L’ENVIRONNEMENT MARIN

15-17 OCTOBRE 2018
LA CITÉ, LE CENTRE DES CONGRÈS DE NANTES

-500 HAUTE MER, ZEE

-1000 BIODIVERSITÉ, RESSOURCES GÉNÉTIQUES

-2000 PLATEAU CONTINENTAL

-6000 ZONE INTERNATIONALE DES FONDS MARINS
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UNIVERSITÉ DE NANTES
Conserve and Sustainable Use of the Oceans: Supportive Technologies and Future Trends

OCEANSTRENDS2018 Scientific Seminar
29 - 30 August 2018

World Maritime University, Malmö, Sweden